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FOODBOOK 
RESTOBAR: ROUHI
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INDEXRESTOBAR ROUHI

Pamper yourself and step inside Restaurant Rouhi in the heart of Amsterdam, located on 

Spui. In this beautiful, monumental building, you’ll also find the House of Rituals, and 

you’ll immediately feel its presence upon entering. You’ll step into a serene world with 

a luxurious, elegant, and warm ambiance a fantastic, stress-free place in the city center 

where your body and mind can find peace.

On the ground floor, you’ll discover restaurant Rouhi. Allow yourself to be surprised by 

the Asian cuisine with a modern twist. Exciting and contemporary combinations, local 

ingredients, delightful flavors, and culinary masterpieces await you.

At the restaurant we can serve from 9 up to 76 people. Above this number we welcome 

our guests at the Mind Spa on the 3rd floor of our iconic building. This space is suitable 

for meetings, presentations, drinks and walking dinners.

In this food book, you’ll find information about the possibilities for food and drinks.

Please note that these arrangements are meant to inspire you and your event, we answer 

every wish with a tailor-made proposal.

Kind regards,

Restaurant Rouhi
Spui 10
1012 PP Amsterdam
T (+31) 020 705 51 80
E info@rouhi.nl
W www.rouhi.nl 

F/I @restaurantrouhi
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BREAK  
SWEETS

Macarons - Tout
Bites - Sue
Carrot Cake - Sue
Vegan banana bread - Sue
Tartelette - Holtkamp
Bonbons - Friandries

FRUIT EN SMOOTHIES

Fresh fruit salade 
Selection of hand fruit 
Smoothie 

EASY BITES

Miso soup (small) 
Dumpling (6 pieces, for 2 persons) 
Mixed nuts - Gotjé

Bites - Sue 

€ 4
€ 5
€ 4,5
€ 4
€ 6
€ 2,5

€ 3 
€ 3 p,p
€ 4,5

€ 5
€ 13 
€ 3,5
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LUNCH
ROUHI quick lunch    € 29

Bao bun sweet river lobster | Mini carrot Tartare  | Salade grilled chicken

ROUHI Experience Lunch     € 31 

Yakatori | Miso soup | Salade | Dessert

ROUHI lunch courses 

We cook with seasonal products at all times and are therefore make a customized 
proposal. 

Below is a inspirational menu which is served in our restaurant on the first floor of 
House of Rituals.

3 course menu (shared)            € 45
4 courses    € 54 

INSPIRATION
SHARED 3 COURSE MENU

Shared Rouhi bites
Chicken dumplings ,

Boa bun with sweet water lobster and Chicken yakatori

Braised Veal
Hazelnut, fennel yuzu salad and jus

Yuzu tartelette
 with red fruit
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DRINKS  
UNLIMITED NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS:

2 hour 
3 hour
4 hour
5 hour 

 UNLIMITED ALCOHOLIC DRINKS

Incl beer, housewines 
and a selection of non alcholic drinks 

2 uur
3 uur
4 uur
5 uur

DRINKS

Coffee and tea 
Water 
Bottled apple juice
Heineken
Selection of local beers 

WINE PER BOTTLE

White  
Viognier, Chardonnay, Grauer 
Sauvignon blanc, Grillo della tempa

Rose 
Pinot grigio rosato, Whispering angel rose
MIP Provence rose

Red 
Merlot, Malbec, Primitivo

€ 6
€ 8,50 
€ 11
€ 13,75

€ 14
€ 17,95
€ 20,50
€ 23,50

€ 4
€ 3,50 
€ 4,20
€ 4,5
€ 6,5 

SPARKLING p Bottle

Sparkling tea
Cremant
Champagne

COCKTAILS
( selection of ROUHI 
specials) 

Osaka Manhattan
Orange, whiskey, sake 
Kyoto Sour 
Grapefruit, tabasco, sake 
Sakerita 
Lemon, togarashi, sake 
Rouhi Espresso Martini
Vodka, espresso, kahlua 
Gin Tonic 
Mgouna Cocktail 
Rose cordial, Vodka 
lemonade

MOCKTAILS 
( selection of ROUHI 
specials) 

Kombucha Margeritha 
Hibiscus syrup, ginger
New york sour 
Lapsang tea, pomegranate
Eastside 
Cucumber mint, 0% gin
0% Gin tonic 

€ 31, € 33, €38
€38, €38 

€ 31,€38, 
€38 

€31, €38, €38 

€ 32
€56
€79

€ 14,5

€9,95

€10,95

€8,95

€8,95
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BITES
Oysters 

Dumplings Chicken
Dumplings Vegetarian 

Bao bun Braised veal 
Bao bun pulled aubergine
Bao bun sweet river lobster 

( The buns and dumplings are steamed and can only be ordered to share ) 

Chicken yakitori 

Grilled shrimp 

Bread with kimchi butter 

Mixed nuts  - Gotje

€  5  ( p p) 

€ 13   ( 6 pieces per 2 pers ) 
€ 13   ( 6 pieces per 2 pers ) 

€ 14   ( 2 pieces per 2 pers ) 
€ 14  ( 2 pieces per 2 pers ) 
€ 15  ( 2 pieces per 2 pers ) 

€ 7  

€ 8 

€ 6 

€3,5
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SIT DOWN DINNER  
RESTAURANT ROUHI: 
 
Our menu is inspired on the fine dining Aziatische kitchen. Our kitchen team prepared a menu that 
takes you on a culinairy trip through Asia.

 Capacity
Sit down dinner 9 -  76 pax
Walking dinner    40 -  120 pax

MIND STUDIO: 

On the 3rd floor of House of Rituals is the Mind Studio, a space exclusively bookable for your company. 
The space covers 113m² and has a screen the size of the width of the studio with an audio system and 
headsets.  From the mind studio you have an amazing view over the Spui. 
Tables and chairs can be rented upon request. 

Fees are charged for the rental of equipment and use of the space.

* Disclaimer: We charge staff cost . 

Capacity
Sit down dinner 10 -  90 pax
Walking dinner 40 -  120 pax
Theater                60 - 80 pax

3 course menu   (shared)       € 48
4 course menu                      € 54
5 course menu                      € 62  

INSPIRATION  
4 COURSE MENU

Sashimi:
Fish of the day, plum and shiso

BBQ-Oystermushroom 
Pickled onions and Japanese dressing

Braised Veal
Hazelnut, fennel yuzu salad and jus

Yuzu tartelette
 with red fruit
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WALK IN DINNER 
The walking dinner is an luxurious dinner walked out by our staff while guests enjoy drinks at 
standing tables. Be inspired by some menu suggestions for this time of year. We are happy to 
make a customized proposal!

RESTAURANT ROUHI:

Capacity:
Walking dinner 40 -  120 pax

MIND STUDIO:

Capacity: 
Walking dinner 10 -  120 pax

4 course menu                      € 54
5 course menu                      € 62 
Extra course                  € 11

* Disclaimer: Walking dinner is only available at buyout, rental for entire restaurant ask our staff for prices. 

INSPIRATION
5 COURSE MENU

Sashimi:
Fish of the day, plum and shiso

Miso soup:
With mushrooms, spring onion and daikon radish

BBQ oystermushroom :
With pickled onions and Japanese dressing

Braised Veal
Hazelnut, fennel yuzu salad and jus

Yuzu tartelette 
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SHARED DINNER   
Shared dining is a concept where multiple dishes are served on the table and you and your party 
enjoy together. We consider seasonal products as much as possible and always make a menu 
proposal that fits within the season and suits your needs.

3 courses ( shared) :  

Extra’s 

Selection of Rouhi sides 
Oysters                       
Grilled shrimps 
Bread and butter 
Coffee complete: a selection of friandrises  

INSPIRATON
SHARED 3 COURSE MENU

Shared Rouhi bites
Chicken dumplings ,

Boa bun with sweet water lobster and Chicken yakatori

Braised Veal
Hazelnut, fennel yuzu salad and jus

Shared sides + € 3,5 
fries, salad and a small cauliflower 

Yuzu tartelette
 with red fruit

€ 45

€ 3,5 pp 
€ 5
€ 8 
€ 6
€ 7,5 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

STAFF COST 

Below are our hourly staff rates, with a minimum purchase of 4 hours. The price does not include 
parking and/or travel expenses. Our staff has a groomed appearance and dresses in appropriate 
outfits. Specific wishes regarding clothing is something we can advice in.

Staff cost: € 26.50 per hour 

DECORATION 

Specific decorating requests can be provided by our team. 

DEFINITIVE NUMBERS OF GUEST

We will hear the final number of guests, binding for the final bill, at least 5 working days prior to 
the event, as well as any additional wishes, requests and dietary requirements. 

In case of changes in the 3 days prior to the event, there is a chance that the planning and 
purchasing can no longer be adjusted.

INVOICE DETAILS 

If you decide to host your event at Rouhi, we ask for your approval by e-mail. 
Please provide us with the correct invoice information and/or budget numbers.

COST ANALYSIS AND PRICING.

Drinks are calculated on a post-calculation and staff costs on actual hours worked. In addition, 
there may be costs for renting equipment.  These items constitute a provisonal sum.
If the event starts earlier or runs out, the costs associated with this will be passed on.
The actual number of consumptions consumed will eventually be invoiced. 

The prices as indicated in this document are exclusive of VAT and valid until 31-12-2023. 


